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WELCOME
Thank you for your interest in the Global Coaching Institute (GCI). Our bespoke offerings span
internationally accredited coach training, advanced coach development opportunities (attracting CCEs)
and in-house programs which embed coaching cultures. Executive coaching services are delivered
globally by our exceptional team of highly experienced process-oriented coaches.
But this guide and our programs are about you. So let’s begin…

KNOWING WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR…
Chances are, you’re reading this guide because
you’re searching for the right coaching program
for you. We understand that embarking on your
coach training journey, creating a coaching
culture within your organisation or even engaging
a coach is a big commitment. And you want to
ensure the right fit.
In our experience there are four things that are
important in knowing you’ve made the right choice.
Firstly, will we help you to achieve your personal
and professional development goals?
Secondly, who will you be studying with? Who are
the faculty who will guide your learning journey?
What is our mission and how do we walk our
talk? Do our values align with yours? Does the
way we take up our place in the world support
you to do the same? And just as importantly who
are the peers and colleagues who will make the
journey with you?

Thirdly, you’ll want to know about our
process-oriented coaching approach. Does it
complement and expand your current knowledge
and skills? How will it attract and add value
to your clients? How will it position you in the
coaching marketplace?
And finally: What’s involved in undertaking
the program and gaining your accreditation
as a coach? What are the nuts and bolts
of the program’s structure and content?
What commitments do we make to you and
what do we ask of you in return?
So let’s dive right in and begin to answer
those questions…
Warmly

Rho
Rho Sandberg
Director Teaching & Learning
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1 ACHIEVING YOUR PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
GLOBAL RECOGNITION &
ACCREDITATION

INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION
INDIVIDUALISED ATTENTION &
SUPERVISED PRACTICE

The Global Coaching Institute’s PROCESS
ORIENTED EXECUTIVE AND SYSTEMS
COACHING PROGRAM has met the benchmark
for coach training excellence, set by the
International Coaching Federation (ICF).
Comprising three modules, this program is
recognised by the ICF as an Accredited Coach
Training Program (ACTP) positioning graduates
to apply for the credential of Professional
Certified Coach (PCC) or Associate Certified
Coach (ACC) depending on their hours of
coaching experience.
We will say more about accreditation later,
but for now rest assured that our programs
position you for international accreditation
and recognition, providing your future clients,
with a sense of confidence and the guarantee
of world-class coaching services.

EXCEPTIONAL SUPERVISION &
INDIVIDUALISED ATTENTION
As part of our commitment to quality teaching
and learning, GCI places a strong emphasis
on supervised coaching practice. To achieve
this, we adopt a faculty-student ratio, which is
seven times more concentrated (and therefore
more personalised) than ICF requirements.
Why? Because individualised attention and
great supervision cultivated the advanced skills
that help us, as coaches, to stand out in the
marketplace. We want you, your clients and
the worlds you impact, to enjoy that level
of coaching mastery too!

PERSONAL AWARENESS & GROWTH

YOUR PERSONAL VISION & GOALS
At GCI we focus not just on your goals, but on
strengthening your connection with your ‘ultimate
endpoint’. Our faculty closely support your growth
and development, as you pursue your deepest
dreams and visions. We know that your selfawareness, agility and ability to work at your own
edges will be key to your fulfilment and success.

YOU AS AN INSTRUMENT OF CHANGE
Manfred Kit De Vries said: You can’t lead others
if you can’t lead yourself1. The same is true of
coaching. Simply put: As A Coach You Are A
Powerful Instrument Of Change. And we need to
cultivate that! So we get to know you, and foster
your unique growth trajectory as a coach and as
a human being.
Throughout the program you will experience
and study the process of transformation in
your clients, peers and self, building the vital
self-awareness, coaching presence and agility
needed to help yourself and others realise
their potential.

THE GLOBAL ADVANTAGE
The Global Coaching Institute is global by
intention. Our graduates reap the rewards of
learning in a global community that actively elicits
the diversity of its community. We wrestle with the
real questions of what it means to live and work
together, as we bring the world to your doorstep.

“

Never in a million years did I think I would find myself coaching a former politician as she prepared to give evidence to the
Greek court on the rise of neo-facism. Through online coaching sessions with participants from around the world I gained new
global perspectives and a real confidence boost as I launched my own coaching and consulting business.

”

Sarah Wood, Organisational Consultant
GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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2 WHO ARE WE?
At GCI we develop leaders, change agents and coaches passionate about transforming the world in
which we work and live.

OUR FACULTY

MEET OUR GLOBAL TRAINING LEADS

The Global Coaching Institute’s Faculty draw
on their extensive experience as organisational
development consultants, HR practitioners, adult
educators, neuroscientists, psychotherapists
and business leaders who work across diverse
cultures and organisations, including corporate,
government, community and not-for-profit
enterprises. Together they facilitate rich and
fertile learning environment.
A key strength of our multi-disciplinary team is
our lived understanding of the coaching industry
across different continents and cultures and
our commitment to deepening awareness and
coaching practice with diversity, equity and
inclusion front-of-mind.

Rho Sandberg
Executive Director of Teaching,
Learning & Coaching Services
Master Certified Coach (MCC); M.Org Change &
Conflict Facilitation, M.Cognitive Science
Melbourne

CROSS CULTURAL FACULTY
COACHING INDUSTRY LEADERS
A GLOBAL COMMUNITY OF
CHANGE AGENTS

As co-founder of the Global Coaching Institute,
Rho is passionate about positioning graduates
so that their influence in the world counts.
A Master Certified Coach with over 4,000 hours
experience as an executive coach, Rho’s
interventions are informed by her involvement
in the fields of neuroscience, cognitive science,
psychotherapy, adult education and dispute
resolution. She is deeply appreciative of those
who have come before her and her many
teachers including her partner and daughter.
With a keen interest in the way power and
authority are used in organisations, Rho
assists leaders and their teams to overcome
their default reflexes and lead for genuine
transformation. She has been privileged
to contribute to numerous organisational
development initiatives that redefine
international best practice, such as the
Defence Abuse Response Taskforce.
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Judit Miret

Ken Matsumura

Professional Certified Coach (PCC);
M.Org Change & Conflict Facilitation

Professional Certified Coach (PCC);
M.Org Change & Conflict Facilitation

Barcelona

Tokyo

Judit specialises in leadership for organisational
change and transformation. A highly experienced
executive coach, consulting to companies and
government services across Europe and the
UK, she has held Executive Human Resources
Management roles.

Ken Matsumura is a Director of Balanced Growth
Consulting Inc and provides executive coaching,
facilitation and organisational development
consulting across Japan and South-east Asia.
He is recognised for his skill in the management
of interpersonal tensions and conflicts which
impact business performance.

In addition to teaching in our ACTP programs,
Judit spearheads the design and delivery of GCI’s
internal coach training programs and teaches
at EUNCET Business School. She is passionate
about assisting people to become powerful
change agents achieving significant and positive
results for all parties involved.

ALL FACULTY ARE MASTER CERTIFIED
COACHES (MCC) AND PROFESSIONAL
CERTIFIED COACHES (PCC).

He is a leading authority on the application of
process work to business in Japan, a Certified
Process Worker, faculty member of the Japan
Process Work Center and Vice President of the
Japan Transpersonal Society.
Ken is the author of “Understand Mindfulness
Meditation: Connecting Mind and Body in
the Present Moment” and co-translator of
“ProcessMind: A User’s Guide to Connecting with
the Mind of God“ and “The Leader as Martial
Artist” (by Arnold Mindell).
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YOUR PEERS
“ I looked at many coaching courses before I chose GCI.

The passion, life experience and wholeheartedness that participants bring to our
programs, creates rich and supportive learning
communities. You’ll learn as much from your
peers, as your designated teachers. We love
this – it’s a core tenet of adult learning. And it’s
consistent with our understanding that learner
and educator, leader and follower are roles that
can and must switch, if systems are to remain
vibrant and healthy.

It seemed deeper and more transformative than other
programs. On day one, I knew I had found my tribe.
Truly life changing training.

”

Anna Bowden, Head of Social Impact, Royal Far West

A characteristic uniting the GCI community is
their commitment to creating a better world…
one conversation at a time.
The bonds formed in our programs are so
strong that many graduates continue to meet
in peer coaching circles six years or more
after graduating.

HOW DO GCI CERTIFIED COACHES USE THEIR COACHING SKILLS?
Many GCI coaches deliver their services as internal organisation coaches, while others run their own
coaching and consulting practices. Some graduates are dedicated coaches, while others work as
leaders, health care providers, change agents, lawyers, educators, therapists, mediators and parents.
Recognising they have a role to play in our changing world, many use this program to strengthen their
vision and develop the skills needed to achieve it.

THE GCI COMMUNITY COACHES OTHERS TO:
Lead In Turbulent Times

Coach Organisational Leaders

“ Participating in GCI’s intensive coach training

“ The GCI program’s E ME RGE

program vastly enhanced my professional
capacity to support global organisations facing
unprecedented disruption in their risk management
interventions related to COVID-19.

”

Clare Dallat, Owner & Director, Risk Resolve, Australia

Achieve More Fulfilment

Model™ and
Coaching & Transformation Roadmap™ provided
me with skills I use in coaching, consulting – and
even client engagement meetings. A fascinating
element was learning to follow not only what the
client says, but what they do not say. Confirming
my belief in the client, this skillset unleashes the
client’s potential, like a miracle.
1

”

3

”

Yuriko Miyazaki, Executive Coach & HR Consultant, Tokyo

“ The GCI program has taught me patience,

greater receptiveness and how to rephrase
questions for greater understanding. I changed
my priorities and approach – working with
clients and issues according to their needs and
preferences. I wait for a client’s needs to unfold
in front of me instead of trying to come with a
quick interpretation. Thus working in a happier
and relaxed way.

2

Mobilise Workforce Potential

“

As an HR leader, change facilitator and coach
I continue to be amazed by the power of the
E1ME2RGE3 Coaching Model™ and the impact it
has on individuals, teams and organizations.

”

Rodolphe Boschet, Chief HR Officer, LEM International, Switzerland

Iloannis Bouchelos, Integrative Health Teacher,
Researcher & Coach Practitioner
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Improve Health Outcomes

Lead Through Genuine Consultation

“

In my position as the senior vice president of
my company, I often have to make judgments
about important matters on a daily basis. I am
becoming able to treat my staff with curiosity
about their inner wishes, not just their superficial
words and actions. I have learned a great deal
in sharing the meaning of work and life, not just
material satisfaction.

The coaching has been fabulous in my work
as a doctor. I am able to direct the questions in
terms of what my clients are really after.

”

Jai Tomlin. Chiropractor & Health Coach, USA

Engage Stakeholders

“

As a senior public servant advising government
Ministers and senior executives on complex
and often controversial issues, the GCI coaching
program has expanded my skills to have
challenging conversations with staff and
stakeholders. I feel my collaboration is more
effective as I am more able to get to the heart
of problems quickly, working with others on
practical solutions that we might not have
otherwise considered.

”

Linda Bibby, Director Policy & Legislation, DJPR Australia

Grow Authenticity

“

The skills that I learnt at GCI, and the peer
coaching I still receive from my colleagues,
serve me in everything I do – they support me
daily to be more authentic in my personal and
work relationships, to hold my boundaries during
moments of tension, and to be a better manager
and mentor. I care for myself better, so that I live
and work more sustainably, and with more joy.
As a South African, living in a deeply unequal
society, I am committed to better understanding
my privilege and rank. GCI, unlike many coaching
programs, dares to broach these issues, and
provides a robust perspective for thinking about
power and rank from a systemic perspective.

”

Maya Goldman, Research Economist, South Africa

Foster Better Relationships

“

”

Yoshihiro Sugano, Snr Vice President, Japanese Corporation, Tokyo

Address Cultural & Generational Gaps

“ As an Afghan-Australian man, finding a

coaching approach that skilfully addresses
marginalisation and discrimination has been
a heart-warming experience. I see value in the
malleability of the coaching style in tacking
integration issues and generational culture gaps.
It’s great to see coaches developing literacy
and skills for addressing these dynamics.
GCI genuinely embraces diversity and has helped
me recognise my own and others’ potential.

”

Abs Nuristani, Musician & Emerging Leader

Reform Political Systems

“

My work with women politicians, supporting
the dialogue between women from different
parties and the process of empowering each
other to deal with structural and inner sexism,
has been deeply meaningful to me. Combining
coaching with my experience as an ex-member
of the Greek Parliament and the Council of
Europe has been a powerful tool for this work.
The coaching training with GCI gave tools,
inspiration and the encouragement to do it.

”

Vassiliki Katrivanou, Former Politician, Coach, Therapist
& Human Rights Activist, Greece

“

As a seasoned Process Work practitioner
and trainer, with decades of experience in the
therapeutic realm, the GCI program provided just
the necessary framework to launch me into my
coaching work.

”

Jan Dworkin, Author of ’Make Love Better’ &
Founding Faculty Process Work Institute, Oregon USA

TO HEAR MORE OF OUR GRADUATE STORIES PLEASE VISIT: GLOBALCOACHINGINSTITUTE.ORG
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3 THE GCI COACHING APPROACH
A powerful coaching method or approach needs to have strong theoretical underpinnings and pragmatic
utility. That is, it needs to make sense and get reliable results.
Coaching isn’t something that happens in isolation. Individuals exist in complex organisational
and social environments. So in introducing GCI’s process-oriented coaching approach, we reflect on
the world we now find ourselves in and what our clients need.

SYSTEMS THINKING

WORKING WITH EMERGENCE

It’s not just people but organisational and social
eco-systems which are in a state of constant flux
and evolution.

It was Einstein who said that “You can’t solve
a problem with the same level of thinking that
created it.” Relying on tried-and-true methods
simply isn’t enough to solve the strikingly wicked
problems confronting us globally.

Many of the challenges individuals, leaders,
organisations and societies face have their
origins in a mechanistic view of people and
events, in which ‘things’ are viewed in isolation.
We focus on one thing, forgetting to pay attention
to other parts of the system or even ourselves.
At times we actively marginalise information we
fear or stakeholders who hold divergent views.
And that creates problems!
While a selective and mechanistic view might
have been relevant at the time of the industrial
revolution, it’s inadequate for addressing the
complex challenges we face today.
GCI coaches cultivate a refined appreciation of
the dynamic and multi-faceted environments
in which individuals and teams live and work.
Adopting a systems-based approach you will
help clients to see the bigger picture and make
courageous choices reflecting insights into short
and longer-term impacts.

If we are to work at the forefront of change
and innovation, we need to work in ways that
are more agile and dynamic. GCI’s E1ME2RGE3
Model of Coaching™ will enable you to explore
the complex dynamics at play in an individual
or organisation and support new insights,
knowledge and behaviours to literally emerge.
At GCI you will learn a broad range of coaching
interventions that help clients pay attention
to more (and different types of) knowing and
know-how. This enables your interventions to
be tailored, leading to genuine breakthroughs.
You will learn to build greater relationship
and collaborative capability, foster embodied
intelligence and intuition, as well as shine a
lens on the mindsets, beliefs, physiological
and emotional states that shape thinking
and behaviour.

A PROCESS ORIENTED APPROACH
No two people or organisations are alike – and
hence there is no simple cookie cutter approach
to coaching – or not one that will offer real and
lasting value to your clients.
As a process-oriented coach you will learn
to track the unique circumstances, learning
style and growth trajectory of diverse clients.
Rather than adopting a formulaic one-size fits
all approach you will learn to coach with an
agility that reflects emerging challenges and
potential. This dynamism lies at the heart of
process-oriented coaching.

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY, LEADERSHIP
& CHANGE THEORY

EXCEPTIONAL COACHING ACUITY
& AGILITY

Deep visioning, self and system-awareness,
shared commitment and congruent followthrough are central to transformation.

The combination of powerful diagnostic
frameworks, focused supervision and authentic
coaching presence result in exceptional coaching
acuity and agility. You will access multiple
levels of awareness, integrating strong analytic
ability with emotional intelligence, story-telling,
embodied learning and intuitive capabilities.

At times the learning and development
underpinning profound change can be
challenging. Drawing on insights from processoriented psychology2, Adaptive leadership, adult
and organisational learning and development,
GCI’s coaches pinpoint and work with powerful
levers for change, assisting their clients to
harness the forces of disruption, as well as
inspiration. At GCI, you will learn to work with
specific ‘edges’ (reservations or barriers)
that clients may encounter, coaching them
to navigate these edges, in order to achieve
sustainable change.

THE E1ME2RGE3 MODEL OF
COACHING™ AND GCI COACHING AND
TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP™
The E1ME2RGE3 Model™ and GCI Coaching and
Transformation Roadmap™ are powerful coaching
frameworks and diagnostic instruments central
to our practice. They illuminate the dynamics of
change, enabling clients to gain new perspectives
on their transformational journey. These powerful
resources are immediately applicable and
yield ground-breaking results for individuals,
executives and teams.

AUTHENTIC COACHING PRESENCE
& METASKILLS
Great coaches have a powerful and authentic
coaching presence. In our programs you
will develop meta-skills for fostering trusted
relationships and learn about creative tension –
that is, finding the right balance of support and
challenge to elicit client growth.

Your ability to partner with clients to determine
what they need and to calibrate your approach
to each client’s emerging development, is what
makes GCI coaches stand out in the marketplace!

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
If we are to realise the full potential of the
human race, we need everyone at the table.
That means capturing the insights, talents and
unique perspectives of diverse individuals, from
different roles, cultures and backgrounds. While
organisations now recognise the importance
of diversity, equity and inclusion, we are still
learning how to evolve beyond ways of relating
that have endured over thousands of years.
In your training you’ll deepen your awareness
of how power is used within organisational
hierarchies and societies more broadly. Drawing
on principles such as Deep Democracy, GCI
coaches are skilled in exploring with clients
the dynamics of inclusion and marginalisation.
The insights gained will build your confidence in
engaging with and addressing these dynamics
which until recently remained ‘undiscussables’.

“

All in all, Process-Oriented Coaching is a cutting edge
approach to working at the with human, organizational and
social change. As a leader I use the perspectives and skills it
offers every day.

”

Kas Robinson PhD, Process Work Dip, and Coach

You will learn about your signature coaching
presence – your style and anti-style.

2 Our sincere gratitute to Arnold Mindell and co-founders of Process oriented psychology (or Processwork) for their dedication to
our own learning and development.
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4 THE COMMITMENT
Whether your focus is on leading more
humane and sustainable organisations,
fostering collaboration or creating stronger
relationships and communities, the GCI
community is here to support you.
Becoming a professional coach is a journey
that brings head, heart and experience together.
This requires a commitment to showing up.
By that we mean bringing curiosity and a growth
mindset that embraces learning and discovery.
In our experience coaches love learning, so this
comes naturally to you.
On average a commitment of two-three hours
per week is required to undertake your training
including intensive workshops, online classes and
peer coaching sessions, online discussions and/
or reflective assignments. Rather than thinking of
this time as ‘yet another thing’ in their busy lives,
most students report that our programs help
them to cut through organisational or personal
challenges, so that they’re more supported, freer
and less encumbered.

Coaching is a partnership and your coach
training is no different. Each student’s learning
path is unique to them and we work closely with
you to understand your growth trajectory.
Our commitment lies in helping you to build
exceptional coaching presence, knowledge
and skills.

5 DISCOVER GCI’S INTERNATIONALLY ACCREDITED
COACH TRAINING PROGRAMS
GCI’s Process Oriented Executive and
Systems Coaching program is an International
Coaching Federation Accredited Coach Training
Program (ACTP).
Undertaken in three modules, it can be
completed in ten months when modules are
taken consecutively.

The program offers an iterative approach to
learning, with each module deepening your
practice and building on the concepts and
skills introduced in prior modules. As you
master each level, we expand your focus from
coaching individual learning and behaviour
change (Module 1), to coaching with awareness
of the organisational environment, culture and
relationships (Module 2) and ultimately the social
forces and system dynamics that influence your
clients and their choices (Module 3).
Each module comprises virtual coaching
intensives, interactive web-based classes, selfdirected learning and peer-group based dialogue
and coaching practice.

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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AN INTEGRATED LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
GCI’s programs integrate contemporary coaching, psychological, neuroscience, systems and
organisational development theory with extensive experiential learning, feedback and supervision.

DYNAMIC VIRTUAL LEARNING
A RIGOROUS & DYNAMIC COACHING
METHODOLOGY

Our intensive workshops and online classes
bring the theory and practice of coaching to life.
All offerings are highly interactive, with limited
classes sizes for optimal learning. Online classes
are delivered via Zoom and bring together
cohorts of culturally diverse students in a truly
global learning experience.

INTERACTIVE ONLINE WORKSHOPS
& CLASSES
COMPREHENSIVE MANUALS
ONE-STOP ONLINE LEARNING PORTAL

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING

VIDEO LIBRARIES – KEY COACHING
CONCEPTS & SKILL DEMONSTRATIONS

Our online learning portal is a great one-stop
platform for self-directed learning. It contains
a library of teaching videos with bite-size
theory dives and coaching demonstrations for
reviewing key concepts and coaching methods.
Contemporary research and readings along with
coaching tools and resources, help build your
practice, while the chat room is an avenue for
discussion and debate.

A COACHING RESOURCES TOOLKIT
GREAT TEACHER-STUDENT RATIOS
COMMITTED SUPERVISION &
INDIVIDUALISED ATTENTION
IN-HOUSE COACHING
PERFORMANCE EXAMS

A comprehensive manual and toolkit of exercises
and resources is provided for all modules.

EXCEPTIONAL & DIVERSE FACULTY
AN INTIMATE AND CO-CREATIVE
LEARNING COMMUNITY

EXCEPTIONAL SUPERVISION
Our rigorous and in-depth coaching
supervision sharpens your coaching acuity
and skill. Constructive feedback and attention
to your learning trajectory, prepares you for
formal coach performance exams which are
undertaken internally.
In true coaching style, our teaching and learning
is focused on your ultimate endpoint. In addition
to teaching the art and science of coaching, we
focus on your growth as an instrument of change.

IMPACTING THE WORLD
As you approach graduation, you will be joined
by marketing experts and established coaches
who introduce key business development
concepts to help you identify your coaching
niche and target market.

WORLD-CLASS ADULT LEARNING
& DEVELOPMENT

“

Having been guided through a suite of GCI courses by Rho
& the team, I have observed the Global Coaching Institute to
be a highly responsive and dynamic adult education provider.
I found them to be proactive and responsive to my individual
learning needs expressed within the supportive learning
environment; as well as the needs of each of my peers within
the wider group. Rho leads her team of faculty by example,
as an expert coach, and a highly skilled and experienced
facilitator, which breeds a highly effective learning community
which I thoroughly enjoyed.

”

Ginny Mitchell, Training & Development Lead, Risk Resolve

ONGOING SUPPORT
On graduation you will be certified as a Global
Coaching Institute Certified Coach (GCICC)
and invited to join the GCI Coaching Alumni,
attending Coaching Cafes and ongoing
professional development events.
GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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MODULE 1: COACHING WITH THE E1ME2RGE3 MODEL™

Master the fundamental skills and be introduced to the core competencies of Process
Oriented Coaching with our unique E1ME2RGE3 model of coaching. You will learn new
and powerful ways to elicit and harness visions and help clients build on early indicators
of change, while pinpointing and addressing any barriers to achieving their goals.
Drawing on depth psychology you will explore key
drivers of behaviour and the dynamics of identity
to support new insights, learning and growth.
The deep listening, enquiry and state-change
skills learnt in this program are fundamental to
powerful conversations in our organisations and
with those we collaborate with and care for.

MODULE 1: WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
• Be introduced to the practice and profession
of coaching.
• Discover what coaching is, and what it is not.
• Support individuals to deepen their visions and
set goals for sustainable change.
• Apply deep listening and powerful questions
to elicit new insights and possibilities.

EMBARKING ON MODULE 1 IS YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD BECOMING AN INTERNATIONALLY
ACCREDITED COACH.

• Apply principles of neuroscience and quantum
science to elicit powerful ‘state-changes’.
• Cultivate coaching presence to build trust
and rapport.
• Learn to work with creative tension to build
insight and commitment.
• Discover what is unique and powerful about
process-oriented coaching.
• Be exposed to diverse coaching scenarios to
understand different levels of intervention.

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Virtual workshops, classes, self-directed and peer
learning, and group-based supervision: 28 hrs

MODULE 1 CERTIFICATION
Completion of all course requirements leads to
GCI certification at this level.

BOOK A CALL

“ GCI and the E ME RGE Model™ provides a grounded yet
2

3

extensible framework with which I have grown as a trainer,
a technology manager, and even in my personal life. I have
used the techniques and insights E1ME2RGE3™ showed me in
both business meetings as well as business coaching.

”

Andrew Robinson, IT Consultant, Team Leader
& Business Coach, Tokyo

Each module you will be allocated to a
new peer group, learning from and with
each other as you experience different
coaching challenges, learning styles and
environmental influences.
Deep bonds and strong networks are
forged through these honest coaching
conversations.

REGISTER NOW

1

Peer Coaching Groups provide invaluable
opportunities to consolidate learning and
build real life coaching skills – through
coaching and being coached.

These peer groups provide unique insights
into the tacit knowledge held by your
fellow students – business leaders, HR
practitioners, psychologists, change agents,
parents and entrepreneurs. They support you
to learn from each other.
At GCI, you will find yourself coaching
colleagues locally and from around the world.
GCI’s attention to diversity not only enriches
your worldview and cultural awareness. It will
prepare you for coaching gigs you currently
only dream of.

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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MODULE 2: THE GCI COACHING &
TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP™

Discover the GCI Coaching & Transformation Roadmap™ and learn to adopt
a systems-perspective, as you support leaders and individuals to understand
and navigate the many forces of change at play within themselves, their teams,
organisation and industries.
In Module 2 we expand our focus, to consider the
individual in the nuanced and situational context
of their lives. Building on your knowledge of the
E1ME2RGE3 Model™ you will learn to coach issues
that involve greater complexity, engaging multiple
lenses to reveal and address intrapersonal,
interpersonal and systemic dynamics.
Offering powerful insights into change and
transformation dynamics this program
equips you to work with disruptive as well as
aspirational forces. It builds a refined capacity to
pinpoint and coach at the ‘edge’ or precipice of
change and emergent potential.

MODULE 2: WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
• Discover GCI’s Coaching & Transformation
Roadmap™.
• Learn new models and tools for effective
coaching conversations in organisations.
• Explore leading edge principles of
human development and organisational
transformation.
• Apply systems thinking to understand team,
organisational and cultural dynamics.
• Understand the ‘inner game’ of coaching to
foster internal and external leadership.
• Help realise and transition to emerging
organisational behaviours and practices.
• Work with the edge dynamics that limit
flexibility & resourcefulness.

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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• Discover and hone the range of meta-skills
essential to coaching in organisations.
• Learn to better identify and follow subtle
forms of client feedback.
• Learn respectful and powerful techniques for
enhanced congruence & accountability.
• Tailor coaching interventions to clients’ unique
contexts, learning & development trajectories.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Virtual workshops, classes, self-directed and
peer learning, group-based and individual
supervision: 32 hrs

MODULE 2 CERTIFICATION
Completion of all course requirements leads to
GCI certification at this level.
On completion of Module 1 and 2, you will have
completed the 60 hrs coach-specific training
required by the International Coaching Federation
to apply for accreditation via an ACSTH pathway.

JOIN OUR ALUMNI NETWORK
On completion of Module 2 you will be eligible
to join the GCI Alumni, joining our program of
ongoing professional development activities.

Your Own Transformation Roadmap
What if you could create a map that revealed
your own learning trajectory as a coach?
What would a snapshot of your strengths and
life experience to date, along with the territory
you are yet to master and explore look like?
What would you discover about your deepest
vision for coaching and the forces that
attract you to the profession? What might
you learn about the forces that slow you
down or undermine your best efforts?
In Module 2, our students not only coach
others, but apply the GCI Coaching &
Transformation Roadmap™ to their own
emergence as coaches.
Learn about your own psychology. Research
the environment and the influences that
shape your view of what is possible.
Completing your GCI Coaching &
Transformation Roadmap not only reveals
the power of this instrument, it helps you
to address your ‘edges’ and move more
congruently and confidently into your
coaching practice.

REGISTER NOW

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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MODULE 3: COACHING UNTAPPED POTENTIAL

Distinguish yourself in the marketplace, with exceptional coaching acuity and
precision seen only at advanced coaching levels.
Module 3 is a deep dive into the world of
Process-Oriented coaching and will truly ignite
your personal and professional development as
you step into the identity of a professional coach
and begin to explore your coaching passions
and niche.

MODULE 3: WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

Building on your knowledge of individual
performance and change (Module 1), and insight
into organisational systems (Module 2), you will
sharpen your systemic lens as your begin to
explore the impact of power and rank dynamics
within organisations and communities. You will
learn to coach with an awareness of social
dynamics such as racism and gender inequity,
which dramatically impact identity, performance
and wellbeing.

• Master interventions at ‘the edge’ – the unseen
boundary between practice & potential.

Your coaching acuity and agility will be refined
through an understanding of signals – conscious
and unconscious communication cues that
indicate precise and powerful ways of working
with your clients’ emergent potential.
Module 3 incorporates an intensive focus on
coaching supervision, dramatically expanding
your self-awareness, repertoire of coaching
interventions and use of coaching metaskills.

• Build your repertoire of coaching skills and
strategies unique to each client.
• Authentically partner with clients as
co-creators in the coaching relationship.

• Learn how social and environmental factors
coalesce to impact performance.
• Better support clients in the excitement and
tensions attendant to change.
• Become more aware of subtle non-verbal and
energetic signals from clients.
• Better track signals in the client and yourself
for more information and insight.
• Identify limitations through double signals,
mixed messages & incongruence.
• Coach with awareness of diversity and
inclusion, power and rank dynamics.
• Identify your signature presence as a coach
– your style and anti-style.
• Explore and draw upon the dynamics within
the coaching relationship.
• Lay the foundations for building a successful
coaching business.
• Access world-class and in-depth supervision
and mentoring for your practice.

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Virtual workshops, classes, self-directed and
peer learning, individual and group-based
supervision: 69 hrs

MODULE 3 CERTIFICATION
Completion of all course requirements leads to
GCI certification at this level.

JOIN OUR ALUMNI NETWORK
As a member of the GCI Alumni you will have
access to our global network of process-oriented
coaches and ongoing professional development
offerings.

INTERNATIONAL COACHING ACCREDITATION
On completion of Module 1, 2 and 3 with
successful examination of your coaching
performance, you will have completed the
125 hrs coach-specific training required by the
International Coaching Federation to apply for
accreditation via an ACTP pathway.
Coaches may apply for Associate Certified
Coach accreditation upon achieving 100 hrs
coaching experience, and then Professional
Certified Coach accreditation upon 500 hrs
coaching experience.

REGISTER NOW

ASK ABOUT OUR
MENTOR-COACHING PROGRAMS

Approaching Coaching Mastery
Through Supervision
Exceptional coaches partner with their
clients in the face of complex and adaptive
challenges. They assist leaders to manage
their internal states and to remain open and
curious in the face of challenge. While others
react and get caught in problem solving, they
know how to remain detached and in service
to their client. From this vantage point, they
help their clients to harness the forces of
disruption and transformation.
This level of mastery comes from exposure
to numerous coaching clients and contexts.
While appearing to do very little, great
coaches mine each moment, for signals,
information and insight. It has become
second nature to them.
The road to coaching mastery is only
discovered by walking it. It comes from
exposure to numerous coaching clients and
contexts, from exploring diverse coaching
interventions. Having guides and teachers
who can accompany you on the path makes
a real difference.
At GCI rigorous supervision helps coaches to
recognise clients’ conscious and unconscious
communication cues and to see the patterns
that underpin transformation. You not only
learn what questions to ask, but the metaskills
needed to land your interventions and support
genuine transformation.

GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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MAPPING YOUR COACHING PATHWAY

PROCESS ORIENTED EXECUTIVE & SYSTEMS COACHING
THE ACCREDITATION FAST TRACK »

CHOOSE YOUR
ACCREDITATION PATHWAY
MODULES & PROGRAM ELEMENTS

COMPLETE
ACC PACKAGE

COMPLETE
PCC &/OR ACC PACKAGE

(Associate Certified Coach)

(Professional &/or Associate Certified Coach)

ICF ACSTH PATHWAY

ICF ACTP PATHWAY

Module 1: COACHING WITH THE E1ME2RGE3 MODEL

COACH TRAINING

Module 2: GCI COACHING & TRANSFORMATION ROADMAP
Module 3: COACHING UNTAPPED POTENTIAL

MENTOR-COACHING

Group Mentor-Coaching: 7 hrs
Individual Mentor-Coaching: 3hrs

COACHING
PERFORMANCE EXAM
& CERTIFICATION

Formal Performance Exam and Debrief
against ICF Core Coaching Competencies

Coach Specific Training Hours

In Module 3

Examination by ICF
or enquire about internal
performance exams with GCI

129 HOURS

60 HOURS

SECURE YOUR PLACE

SECURE YOUR PLACE

* All coaches seeking accreditation under the ACSTH and ACTP pathways will be required to complete the ICF Coach Knowledge Assessment (CKA).

GAINING INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION
All graduates successfully completing
Modules 1, 2 and 3 and passing our formal
coaching performance exam are certified as
Global Coaching Institute Certified Coaches.
Many graduates also seek international
accreditation with the International Coaching
Federation. The ICF’s Professional Coach
Certification (PCC) is awarded to coaches who
have completed the training requirements outlined
above and 500 hours coaching experience.
Coaches are eligible to apply for their ACC under
the ACTP or ACSTH pathways on completion of
100 hours coaching practice.
We appreciate that it can be challenging
to understand the pathways to coaching
accreditation, so please feel free to
Book A Call to discuss your training options.

BEGIN YOUR COACHING JOURNEY TODAY
BOOK A CALL

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
globalcoachinginstitute.org
GLOBAL COACHING INSTITUTE — YOUR GUIDE TO GCI TRAINING
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